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Each of us are actual business owners who are actually implementing the            
strategies we share in this white paper. What you read is not theory, it is               
what we are all doing to clone ourselves and get our businesses to run              
without   us. 
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Insights   .   .   .  
In working with top level executives and thought leaders, around the world            
from fortune 50 companies, I’ve discovered . . . everyone has blind spots             
and those at the top, often do not have people around them who either see               
or   are   willing   to   share   their   blind   spots.      Insights   =   Success! 
 

I was introduced to some of the most amazing people through           
www.Mastermind-Partnerships.org and that mastermind group opened the       
doors   to   this   white   paper. 
 

What I realized very quickly in being part of the team which brought this              
whitepaper to life is that . . . “There are so many things I have yet to learn.”                  
There are things in this white paper that did not make sense to me until I                
brought my confusion back to my mastermind group and then the lightbulb            
went   off.      They   helped   me   to   have   insight! 
 

If you don’t understand this white paper then get involved with           
www.Mastermind-Partnerships.org and your mind will be opened to new         
dimensions   I   never   even   realized   where   out   there.  
 

If in reading this white paper you get excited because you’ve been looking             
for some of these insights for yours or you’ve discovered these and other             
things on your own then connect quickly because I believe you’ll find, as I              
have, that this group of people will will change the way you think and what               
you   see   in   the   most   amazing   way. 
 

Amy   Simatos  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For   Additional   Information   On   Mastermind   Partnerships 

888.230.2300 
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My Story . . .  For decades I’ve struggled with learning how to be a               

strong leader and getting systems in place to reproduce me. I have            

been a huge follower of Jim Rohn and Napoleon Hill. I’ve heard what             

they’ve said, believed in their wisdom and insight but have always had            

challenges in following through. This project has changed the way I           

think,   which   is   changing   my   actions   which   is   changing   the   way   I   do   business.  

 

There are so many stories that I would love to share with you about the deep insights                 

and wisdom coming from this project and  www.Mastermind-Partnerships.org . I hope          

that   we   get   a   chance   to   meet   and   talk. 

Peter   Schmitz 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

My Story . . .  I’ve been a professional actor, performed comedy            

and love the arts. It wasn’t until I dove into this project that I realized               

that I could use my experience and passions in those areas to grow my              

business and have a lot more fun! When I say that “This project has              

not only helped me to clone myself but has made my business a lot              

more   fun,   that   would   be   an   understatement.  

 

Discover your life vision, as I did through this project and that alone will change your life                 

forever.          www.TheVisionProject.net/DiscoverMyOwnLifeVision.htm 

Actually . . . this process is far superior to cloning ourselves it’s more like genetic                

engineering and take the best of those around us and the best of who we are and                 

producing   something   so   much   greater   than   we   individually   could   ever   be! 

Kevin   King 
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My Story . . .  In being in corporate America for my whole career              

I’ve learned so many amazing things, met so many amazing people,           

been mentored by some exceptional leaders . . . but something was            

missing! In “The 8th Habit” by Stephen Covey he shares about           

“Finding   our   voice   and   helping   others   to   find   theirs   as   well.”  
 

The breakthroughs I’ve personally had in being a part of this amazing project, the              

people I’ve met the lifelong relationships I believe I am establishing . . . is . . . well                   

something I’ve never experienced in my life. There is something magical about the             

discovery of our own greatness that I believe, that if you as a reader will embrace, as I                  

have, if you connect with three other people and all three of you decide to clone each                 

other   together.  
 

Join or better yet, start your own  www.Mastermind-Seminars.org or connect with myself            

and others on a 7:30 (am) Saturday conference call / webinar to discover the magic               

inside   of   you.      857-232-0155   -   Code:   473678      //      webinar:    www.RavingFan.net 

Amy   Simatos 
 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

My Story . . .  As an international speaker and author I have been              

blessed to connect with many successful people around the world. My           

challenge for 24 years has been in my lack of ability and/or systems to              

clone myself. How I wish I would have known what is contained in this              

white paper 24 years ago. I wish I would have know my three co-authors              

and Legacy Partners ( www.TheVisionProject.net/LegacyPartners.htm ) 24     

years ago. It’s been an amazing journey and this white paper along with this amazing               

group of people who come together and meet weekly for 30 minutes are the secrets               

revealed to taking the best that we all have, cloning all of us together, to create so much                  

more   together   than   anyone   of   us   could   ever   do   on   our   own. 
Mark   Boersma 
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Introduction 
If you believe that this white paper is like other things you’ve read, studied or been                
taught ... then it will probably be that to you. If you believe this white paper will change                  
the way you think, which will change your behaviors / actions you take, which will then                
change   your   life   ...   then   you   are   right   as   well. 
 
If you read and participate by answering the questions / doing the assignments you will               
increase your probability of success by over 250%. If you join a mastermind group, you               
will increase your probability of success by over 800%. Yes . . . you will be over eight                  
times   more   likely   to   have   the   ability   to   clone   /   reproduce   yourself. 
 
It’s   our   choice   and   our   choice   alone   .   .   .  
My name is ____________________________ and I make a choice to clone myself            
and   I   commit,   not   a   goal,   but   make   a   commitment   to: 
         [            ]   -   1.   “Yes,   I   will   answer   all   the   questions   and   do   the   assignments.” 
         [            ]   -   2.   “Yes,   I   will   commit   to   join   a   mastermind   group.” 
 

WARNINGS   !      !      ! 
● Many of these things we share in this white paper, you will say . .               

.  “I already know that.” when in fact you only know it at one dimension /                
level. Because you are overconfident, you’ll become lazy, like many of your            
employees over the years, and say “I’ve got that covered.” When in fact YOU DO               
NOT! Be humble and realize that you wouldn’t be reading this white paper if you               
didn’t   know   at   a   deep   level   that   you   needed   help   in   this   area. 

● Some things will seem like a waste of time, seem senseless and/or you will think               
“I don’t have enough time or that doesn’t apply to me.”           
Trust   us   .   .   it   does   apply   to   you   and   just   do   it! 

● 97% of those who start this white paper will NOT follow through. The 3% that do                
follow through will accomplish more than all 97% of those who don’t . . .               
combined.  

 
I _____________________________, got it! I understand that 99% of the value of this             
white paper will come in the last 1% of the follow through AND know that I will have                  
wasted all the time if I start it and don’t follow through. I commit to investing ______ /                  
minutes a day until I get through this white paper and the following three people will hold                 
me   accountable   to   do   this. 
 
 

_____________________________________ 
 

_____________________________________ 
 

_____________________________________ 
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Now we’re going to test what you just signed off on and agree to. NOTE: Honestly if                 
you haven’t signed page 2, you honestly are deceiving yourself if you think you’re going               
to actually read and follow through with the rest of the white paper. Do yourself and                
those around you a favor and . . . either sign page 2 or save yourself the 15 minutes, or                    
whatever   it   will   take   you   to   read   and   do   this   white   paper   and   JUST   STOP   NOW! 
 
This will test your ability to do the things that make no sense. If you can’t do this then                   
you will not be able to ask those around you to do things that don’t make sense to them                   
and   you   will   NEVER   EVER   CLONE   YOURSELF! 

 
Assignment 1: Watch the movie “Willy Wonka       
And The Chocolate Factory.” and write down       
everything you learn about how to get your        
business to run without you, i.e. how to clone         
yourself. 

                                                                                                                      Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
 
Now, if you’re the type of person who has to understand everything            
you do before you do it, how do you expect those who follow you not               
to   have   the   same   perspective?  
 
If you’re the type of person who thinks you don’t have time to watch a childs movie, then                  
how   do   you   expect   the   people   around   you   not   to   have   the   same   perspective. 
 
If you’re the type of person who intends to follow through on this assignment but then                
doesn’t then, you’ll probably be surrounded by others who also think the same way you               
do   and   you   will   not   be   able   to   clone   yourself. 
 
NOTES 
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This white paper will have a number of short stories because we have found that               
what we are sharing will be stickiest, meaning, you, the reader will grasp things              
far faster if you hear a story. This white paper will be written in first person in                 
order   to   make   it   far   easier   to   understand,   connect   with   and   relate   to. 
 

BOS   -   Business   Operating   System 
Our car runs simply by turning on the engine, putting it in gear and pressing the                
gas pedal. If we give someone the keys to our car they can go drive it without                 
any   help   from   us   .   .   .   IF   .   .   .   they   know   how   to   drive.  
 
Is   our   business   like   this?      Probably   not!  
 
We can think of a BOS, a Business Operating System as the engine in our               
business. It is the engine that runs our business. If we have a well tuned engine                
and it’s built properly it will do what it was designed to do. If we have to continue                  
to go in a tweak the engine, fine tune it, fix it, modify it or really do anything                  
ourselves   then   we   do   not   have   a   business   which   will   clone   us. 
 

In   many   ways   it’s   very   simple! 
 
If we make things more complex than they should be, we fail. If we simplify               
things that shouldn’t be, then we fail. There are parts within this white paper              
which are simple and then things which are complex. DO NOT MIX THE TWO              
UP. 
 
There   are   three   parts   to   a   BOS   .   .   .  
      1.   DNA   for   PEOPLE 
      2.   DNA   for   BUSINESS 
      3.   DNA   for   LIFE 
 
The more we know about any of the three and/or          
how they all function together the more we know we          
don’t know. We are just touching the surface in this          
white paper and simply put . . .  “The answer to           
cloning ourselves, is really to know as little        
as possible about the three parts of the BOS         
and getting others around us to know       
everything   that   needs   to   be   known.”    
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Deeply   understand   BOS   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/Simple_PP.htm 
      1.   DNA   for   People   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/People_1.html 

      2.   DNA   for   Business   -     www.TheVisionProject.net/Process_3.html 

      3.   DNA   for   Life   -     www.TheVisionProject.net/CareerSuccess.htm 
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“What   am   I   missing   .   .   .   that   will   change   my   life   forever?” 
 

My   Story   .   .   .  
I have been in business for 24 years and the last 4 years have been amazing while the                  
first 20 years were really rough. What is the difference? The last four years I’ve               
contracted with E-VA (Executive Virtual Assistants) who are certified through Life           
Masteries   Institute   which   is   a   501c3   non   profit   organization.  
 
Over the first 20 years we had a number of employees come and go. I knew from the                  
beginning that I wanted my business to run without me but regardless of how many               
employees we hired, no matter how many systems we built . . . it seemed like nothing                 
worked.  
 
Four years ago, we started with one E-VA and that was so successful that we brought                
on a second, and then a third and how we’re up to seven E-VA’s. We are generating                 
more sales, more profit and most powerful of all, I am doing this while working less                
hours. I now have an extra 20 hours of free time a week where I am pursuing my Life                   
Vision,   the   reason   I   was   put   on   this   planet.  
 
Thirty seven days ago I missed a key goal of turning my business over to others to run                  
the day to day. While that is disappointing, I reset the goals for three months. I’m not                 
sure if I will be able to hit that goal but I do know that every day, every week, every                    
month   I   am   closer   to   achieving   the   goal   of   Cloning   Myself,   i.e.   creating   a   legacy.  
 
The   best   resource   .   .   .   bar   none   to   help   pull   everything   together   is: 
         Legacy   Partners   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/LegacyPartners.htm 
 
Most everything on the above site is also free which is           
a   nice   added   benefit. 
 
Imagine . . . yourself in my situation, where you invest           
24 years into something and you accomplish ten times         
in the last 4 years than you did in the first 20 years . . .                
you would probably be as excited to share that with          
others   as   I   am!  
 
The magic, the secret was to get others to do the work for me. The challenges was that                  
I couldn’t afford the employees I really needed and I didn’t know everything I needed to                
know. This is where Life Masteries Institute comes in. As a non profit they have built a                 
massive   library   and   when   we   say   massive,   you   can’t   even   imagine   how   large   it   is.  
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Pay It Forward . . .  share this white paper with three other people who are seeking                 
to clone themselves. As you and I help three other people, they will help three other                
people and all of us together will accomplish far more together than we ever could on                
our   own. 
 
To assist business and community based organizations to fulfill their visions there            
needed to be a specialized group of people who were specially trained, mentored and              
had tools and systems which they could draw from to help Clone owners and leaders of                
companies   and   community   based   organizations.  
 
Check out what others are finding true about E-VA’s and you will be able to accomplish                
more   in   the   next   12   months   than   I   did   in   the   first   20   years   of   my   business.  
      -    www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_AddTest.htm 
            -    www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm 
 
If it seems like, throughout this white paper that E-VA’s are being sold . . . that is                  
probably true. Why? In being an international business owner, speaker and author, in             
traveling around the world, I’ve just never seen any other system work in such a               
systematic   way   for   so   many   types   of   people   /   businesses.  

 
Really . . . this white paper is seeking to discover the            
secrets within the Life Masteries Institute system for        
recruiting, training and mentoring E-VA’s and then how        
to build such a powerful, knowledgeable, profitable and        
hardworking   network   of   E-VA’s. 
 

Because Life Masteries Institute (LMI) is a non profit organization they do not have to               
treat their IP - Intellectual Property in the same way a company does. Because LMI has                
a vision to impact all seven billion people in the world they know they have to be open                  
and willing to share with everyone. The LMI board actually is working on figuring out               
how to take the same certification program and offer it to companies / employees and               
even partner up with colleges to offer a degree which is like no other degree available in                 
the   world. 
 
Check   Out   This   Natural   Law:      “The   Warm   Belly   Rub”   Principle 

- http://www.thevisionproject.net/CS_10.htm          - 
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Secret   #1   -   Each   E-VA   Owns   Their   Own   Company 
McDonald’s and other successful worldwide franchises understand       
that when there is ownership at the ground level that it just changes             
the   secret   sauce.  
 
When I was in high school I worked at two McDonald’s. One was an              
independent McDonald’s and one was a company owned franchise.         
They were very much run in a “different” way with the individual            
owned franchise being run much better. Each E-VA goes through extensive training that             
they personally pay for and invest their own time. Paying for my own college I believe I                 
received a far better education than if my parents, the government or someone else              
would have paid. There is something that happens in learning when we pay for the               
education.  
 
Not   sure   how   to   reproduce   this   secret   in   employees?  
 

Before I get into the other six secrets that LMI has           
built into their E-VA certification program we want to         
share with you a couple of very interesting Natural         
Laws. Really, the secret sauce to “Please Clone        
ME !” is Natural Laws. If a business owner / leader          
really knows, at the deepest level, all the natural laws          
they   will   clone   themselves.  
 

Our success is really based on Natural Laws. It’s experiences that we’ve had, over our               
life that causes us to think a certain way. How we think is what creates success.                
Getting   others   to   think   like   we   think   will   clone   us!      It’s   really   that   simple! 
 
There are over 250 Natural Laws which have been discovered over the last 30 years.               
One of these Natural Laws is The 5 T’s To Stewardship. Imagine . . . being a farmer. If                   
you are a good steward of the seed, the ground, the people who work the ground, the                 
seasons, the weather, etc. then you will gain far more than you plant. If you are a great                  
steward of your own 5 T’s and the 5 T’s of those around you then it’s pretty simple . . .                     
you   will   get   more   of   the   5   T’s   for   yourself   and   those   around   you. 
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The   5   T’s   To   Stewardship       -          www.TheVisionProject.net/3f15TS.htm 
      1.    Time - If we invest our time into wise things and people then we will gain more                

time. How to gain an extra 20 hours a week. We are often doing far               
lower dollar productive work than we should be and that costs us not             
only a loss in time but we also lose money.          
www.TheVisionProject.net/30day.htm 

E-VA’s help us to gain more time through building systems within the             
DNA   for   BUSINESS    -   i.e.   The   5/30   Grid.  

 
      2.    Talents - These are the natural gifts we and those around us have as well as work                

to develop. We as owners / leaders have gifts, skills, talents. E-VA’s            
help us to multiply our own talents as well as for our other employees,              
customers,   partnerships,   vendors   .   .   .   and   even   our   family.  

 
      3.    Treasure - This is everything of material wealth. We all know that if we invest our               

money into the right things, we will gain more money. 5 Time            
Management Freedom Fighters -  Replace low dollar productive tasks.         
When we learn to use the  DNA for LIFE , Natural Laws in a more effective               
way, it’s equal to a farmer who learns about a better seed, how to plant in a                 
more effective manner . . . we will produce far more harvest / profits with less                
work. At the very DNA, the core level of an E-VA they know that they are an                 
investment and they must provide a return for each and every client. They also              
know that the larger the financial return they are able to produce for their clients               
the   more   clients   they   will   receive   and   the   more   work   they   will   receive.  

      4.    Trust - Trust is equal to all the relationships we have in the world. The              
more relationships we have and the better those relationships will be. A            
higher Quantity of relationships along with a higher Quality of          
relationships will generate a lot more money and do so with a lot less              
work on our part. When we learn the discipline of trusting others around             
us as well as ourselves faster, we will see faster success. E-VA’s go             
through the most extensive training / certification program in the world.           
DNA   for   PEOPLE 

 
      5.    Truth - Truth is what people often see but are         

fearful to share. Owners, leaders and      
employees all will often become     
defensive. Once defensiveness kicks in     
it is impossible to learn. Without      
learning we and those around us      
become stuck. While you are the      
E-VA’s client they also are trained to       
help   you   see   the   truth. 
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They care enough about you, your company, your team that they,            
when needed will share the very hard truth with you, even if it puts the               
relationship at risk. They can do this, much more than employees           
because in the end employees have one customer and that’s you.           
Employees learn very quickly that it can be harmful to their careers if             
they   share   things   that   you   as   an   owner   /   leader   do   not   agree   with. 

  
 
The bottom line . . . E-VA’s help you to steward your 5 T’s far better than you have ever                    
stewarded them in the past. Because they know Personality Masteries at such a deep              
level, along with The 5/30 Grid and the Natural Laws they are able to not only Clone                 
You, but they can actually enhance your DNA and make something far stronger than              
you   are. 
 
Now . . . this is a most interesting concept. We all have blind spots and we often are                   
surrounded by others who have similar blind spots. We as owners or leaders often end               
up firing, getting rid of, or driving people away who see our blind spots and could help                 
us but is often painful to accept the help of others who we so clearly see their blind                  
spots. 
 
Think back to the farmer again and how they are looking for the “super seed” and they                 
get that through genetic engineering. A great E-VA company along with the entire             
network   will   help   you   do   things   that   you   never   dreamed   possible. 
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Assignment 2: Rate each of the 5 T’s from 1 to 10, with 10 being               
the best. Connect with the person who recommended this white          
paper and/or an E-VA and come up with a strategy as to how to              
improve   your   own   personal   Stewardship   of   the   5   T’s.  
  Date Completed:   

___/___/___ 
 
    The   5   T’s   To   Stewardship       -          www.TheVisionProject.net/3f15TS.htm 
 

          Current                 Action   To   Take   To   Improve 
 

      1.    Time -                        ____                     ___________________________________________ 
 
      2.    Talents -                        ____                     ___________________________________________ 
 
      3.    Treasure -                        ____                     ___________________________________________ 
 
      4.    Trust -                        ____                     ___________________________________________ 
 
      5.    Truth -                        ____                     ___________________________________________ 
 
 
NOTE: If we are doing $10 or even $20 an hour activity that is what we’re worth and                  
one of the biggest challenges to Cloning Ourselves. If we work “In” our business verses               
“On” our business we will not be able to clone ourselves either. Cloning ourselves is               
REALLY HARD WORK and a very low number of business owners / leaders actually are               
successful to do so. Each one of us can do it, but just like in Willy Wonka And The                   
Chocolate Factory, we need to be humble like Charlie and “Trust the integrity of the               
system”   that   Mr.   Wonka   has   put   in   place   to   .   .   .    “Please   Clone    ME !” 
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Secret   #2   -   The   Network 
When people all come together for a common good         
people will work harder, contribute more, share, give        
and serve with their hearts rather than just with their          
hands. When people, businesses, community based      
organizations are introduced to the network they are        
blown away by all the information, tools, resources and         
systems   which   are   free. 
 
People know, that at the heart, and at the soul that a            
large number of really giving people have contributed        
over decades to all they now have for free. People          
sense, at a deep level, that the only way this would           
ever happen is if, at the heart, at the core there was            
something   very   special   and   very   trustworthy.  
 
When people sense this they tend to trust faster and when there is faster trust then                
people take action faster and when we take the right actions, faster, we produce results               
a lot faster. There are many mastermind groups which connect each week over the              
phone and in person. Napoleon Hill in “Think And Grow Rich” discovered in the 1920’s               
one of the secrets to the most wealthy people of his time was their ability to mastermind                 
with   others. 

 
Assignment 3: Join A Mastermind Group. Talk with the person          
who passed this white paper along to you and ask them what            
mastermind   group   they   belong   to.      Join   a   group.  
   
Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
 

Not sure what group to join? Call Life Masteries institute at 888.789.7878 for a list of                
possible   groups   to   join. 
 
NOTES 
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Secret   #3   -   BOS   -   Business   Operating   System 
Many people have contributed over the last 30        
years to the discovery of the simplest operating        
system in the world. When I say simple, what I          
mean to say, is that it’s simple to understand at the           
surface which is where most employees,      
customers,   vendors,   partners   tend   to   reside. 
 
Once people understand the simple three parts to a         
BOS, PEOPLE - BUSINESS - LIFE, they then take         
control   over   what   they   want   to   learn   first   and   own   it.  
 
Combine secret #2 and #3 and that becomes even         

more powerful. E-VA’s go through a grueling pre-selection process and training and            
mentoring   process   that   only   19%   of   the   people   make   it   through.  
 
The size of our engine, our BOS, will depend largely on our vision. The larger the                
vision, the larger the BOS / engine needs to be. Our first E-VA not only helped us with                  
the work that they did but also connected with other E-VA’s in the network to tap into                 
some   of   their   expertises   as   well.  
This produced even more results which then grew our need to bring on other E-VA               
firms. We went from one to three E-VA firms and from three now to seven and plan to                  
take it from seven to fifteen which is where I believe I will be fully cloned in the daily                   
operational   side. 

 
Assignment   4:      Set   goal   to   have   a   detailed   BOS   plan   developed.  
  
   
Goal   Date:   ___/___/___ 
 
 

NOTES 
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Secret   #4   -   DNA   for   PEOPLE 
 

Personality Masteries, the DNA for PEOPLE, this covers every         
aspect of Cloning not only you but also every other successful           
individual on your team and even in your client base. There           
are 4 major personality styles, 16 when we consider two levels,           
64 at three levels and 256 if we consider four levels. When we             
look at all four levels in both tests there are 65,536 possible            

combinations.  
 
When I went through the 12 hour online course it changed my life. The biggest change                
was in myself. I started to see the blind spots, those things people had been saying for                 
years that I just never saw. I realized how my strengths often become weaknesses and               
how I had not been the best steward of the 5 T’s because I simply didn’t know the                  
language,   the   actual   thoughts   and   how   very   different   they   are   than   I   am. 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/Personality_Masteries.htm 
 
This course was not only one of the easiest courses I’ve been through but the most fun.                 
The more I got into the lessons the more I realized how this would not only help me in                   
business to clone myself but would help me in my marriage, with my children, with my                
parents,   siblings,   in   laws,   friends   and   every   other   relationship   I   had.  
 
All E-VA’s not only go through this course        
but also go through specialized training in       
how to use personalities to increase the       
quantity and quality of leads coming in from        
Area 1: Marketing , how to convert more       
leads into clients,  Area 2: Pre-Sales , how to        
convert prospects faster,  Area 3: The Sale ,       
how to generate more referrals from current       
clients,  Area 4: Servicing and how to create        
Clients   For   Life,   Area   5 .  
 
What I’m realizing is that there are aspects        
about my business that I need to actually        
clone someone else rather than myself. The E-VA’s are business owners themselves            
so they are not only helping me to clone myself but they are cloning themselves as well.                 
Many employees have a fear of being replaced. The E-VA’s are replacing themselves             
at every opportunity because they realize to move their companies to The  NEXT             
Dimension,  www.TheVisionProject.net/CS5_03.htm , they need to also be systematizing        
everything they can do and getting other E-VA’s, throughout the network, to best use              
their   5   T’s   To   Stewardship.  
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Secret   #5   -   DNA   for   BUSINESS 
The 5/30 Grid is a marvel to most any business owner / leader in the               
world. The thing that is so compelling about it is, it’s easy / simplicity,              
and it’s depth. The deeper I go into The 5/30 Grid, the more I know               
about   The   5/30   Grid   the   more   I   know   I   don’t   know.  
 

There are courses I can take, one of those is called 10 Months To Freedom where, in                 
just one hour a week, I can go through all 30 boxes in 10 months. I thought that once I                    
went   through   that   course   I   would   then   know   what   is   needed   to   Clone   myself.  
 
What I realized is that I needed to learn more so I took another course 10 Months to                  
Recruiting Masteries -  www.TheVisionProject.net/10MonthsRM.htm and then I took the         
following   courses   .   .   .  

- The 5/30 Grid + Personality Masteries -         
www.Thevisionproject.net/5_30_Grid_Plus.htm 
      -   Leadership   Integrity   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/IntegrityLeadership_Undercover.htm 
      -   Profitable   Partnerships   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/Profitable_Partnerships.htm 
 
I guess I made an impression on those in the network and in Life Masteries Institute                
because   they   they   started   to   ask   me   to   teach   other   new   courses   such   as: 
      -   PCS   -   Prospect   Conversation   System   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/PCS.htm       [Box   5] 
      -   Taking   $’s   To   The   Bank   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/DollarsInBank.htm       [Box   4]  
      -   $alesMax   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/SalesMax.htm       [Box   27] 
 
I’m sure that you’ll be a little faster than I          
was . . . but when I was asked to teach a 21             
week course in Box 2: Develop & Deliver A         
Message, I thought, “How hard could that       
be?” 
 
That’s when it hit me. I could teach it from          
an intellectual perspective but those who      
really knew, at a deep level, how to do the          
work were not myself but E-VA’s. I noticed        
how employees who would get paid to go        
through a course, struggled to get through a        
simple seven week course and how E-VA’s,       
who didn’t get paid to go through the course         
would attend every week, do assignments,      
come back prepared and contribute in an amazing way. I realized, at that point, how each box                 
of The 5/30 Grid could be infinite in the knowledge which could be learned . . . if I was                    
passionate about that specific box, which honestly I was not. That is when I realized that I                 
needed to grow my company to where I had many different E-VA’s who then, over time become                 
strategic business partners and would specialize in specific areas far more than I or any               
employee   could   ever   accomplish. 
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Secret   #6   -   DNA   for   LIFE 
The DNA for LIFE, Natural Laws in many ways, is my favorite. It’s so different than                
either DNA for PEOPLE or the DNA for LIFE. As of the writing of this white paper LMI                  
still has not been able to put Natural Laws into a box or a linear learning process which                  
is   why   it’s   so   valuable.  

 
www.TheVisionProject.net/CareerSuccess.htm 

  
Let’s   take   the   Cluster   Principle   for   example   .   .   .  
“It’s a pretty easy concept, the average person        
making a buying or selling decision will know        
between 3 and 9 other people in that same type of           
position, over the next 6 to 12 months.”        
www.TheVisionProject.net/CS_09.htm 
 
Now that we know this . . . What do we do with it?              
Without The 5/30 Grid we wouldn’t really have a map          
and without Personality Masteries we would not know what motivates people to refer             
our business or how to best ask them to do so. The 5/30 Grid and Personality                
Masteries are minimal power without Natural Laws and The 5/30 Grid along with             
Personality   Masteries   actually   turn   the   Natural   Laws   into   money.      It’s   amazing! 
 
My experience with all the E-VA’s, we have worked with, is that it seems like their DNA                 
is BOS and the Natural Laws. It’s like it’s built into their very DNA, the way they think,                  
they   way   they   function.      It’s   really   an   amazing   thing   to   see   how   they   think   and   act.  
 
NOTES 
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Secret   #7   -   Leverage 
Creating WIN WIN WIN for all those are involved is one of the most powerful things we                 
can do to clone ourselves. Sometimes we’re good at this and sometimes . . . not so                 
much.  
 
Having an E-VA will help us to take our ability and outreach to a whole new level of                  
success. One often overlooked ability that E-VA’s have is the ability of connecting other              
businesses   and   other   E-VA’s   together.  
 
Because the E-VA’s are highly trained in Personality Masteries they are able to quickly              
pick up my personality type, understand why clients, referral sources and partners like             
me. Often our E-VA’s will be a very different personality type than I am so they are not                  
only able to bring my personality strengths to bear but also blend in their own               
personality   and   gifts   which   then   makes   my   clones   even   more   powerful. 
 
I quickly get to the point, often in a month or two, where I feel comfortable with my                  
E-VA’s to be able to handle some of my best clients and prospects. The financial costs                
of an E-VA will not be anything close to where my costs are as a business owner or                  
leader. I can dish off business opportunities even that may not make financial sense for               
me   to   pursue   but   make   all   the   sense   in   the   world   for   my   E-VA’s   to   pursue. 
 
With current clients, Area 4: Servicing, E-VA’s are often able to invest more time and               
provide higher / better levels of service than I do. This is not only good for business but                  
great for referrals as well. When our clients, partners, or even prospects contract with              
an   E-VA   company   not   only   will   they   benefit   but   we   will   benefit   a   great   deal   as   well. 
 
When we help others around us, clone themselves, that’s not          
only   really   good   for   them   but   great   for   us   as   well.  
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Taking   Action    -   Are   you   ready   to   Clone   Yourself?  
Most people say “Of course I’m ready to clone myself!” but then never take the actions,                
which are required to clone one’s self. If you’ve done all the past assignments in this                
white   paper   then   it’s   a   pretty   good   indication   that   you’re   ready.  
 
If you haven’t completed the assignments then you probably aren’t ready . . . or maybe                
you don’t trust what we have written, or maybe you think you can do it all on your own                   
without   the   help   of   what   we   have   shared. 
 
You might be right . . . but we all need help. The assignments aren’t that hard and                  
honestly   will   help   you   to   clone   yourself   a   lot   faster.      Trust   the   integrity   of   the   system. 

 
Assignment   5:   Discover   My   Life   Vision   
/www.TheVisionProject.net/DiscoverMyOwnLifeVision.htm 
 
   
Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
 

 
The discovery of our Life Vision may be the single most important piece to cloning               
ourselves. There are risks to cloning ourselves, it is a huge amount of work and is not                 
an easy thing to do. Once you complete your Life Vision call the person who               
recommended this white paper to you and share it with them and then call Life               
Masteries Institute toll free at 888.789.7878 to plug into a number of their networks and               
resources.  
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NEXT    Steps 
 

Step   1: Connect   with   the   person   who   provided   this   white   paper.      Thank   them   and 
discuss   the   possibility   of   working   on   key   things   in   this   white   paper. 

Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
 

Step   2: Complete   a   thorough   assessment   of   your   business.  
-    www.TheVisionProject.net/Business_Xray.htm 

Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
 
Step   3: Join   a   mastermind   group. 
                                                      -    www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindMAGIC.htm 
                                                      -    www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindScholarships.htm 

Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
 
Step   4: Have   a   business   architect   build   a   customized   plan   to   Clone   Myself.  

-    www.TheVisionProject.net/Action_Vision.htm 
Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 

 
Step   5: Contract   with   E-VA   firm(s)   to   build   the   plan.  

-    www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm 
Date   Completed:   ___/___/___ 
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Pay   It    Forward    White   Papers 
 

Core   Concept   -   Building   on   the   knowledge   base   of   others   .   .   . 
Next generational knowledge . . . Any group of four individuals actively involved with              
www.TheVisionProject.net i.e.  Mastermind Seminars ,  Coffee Connections ,  Legacy       
Partners Network ,  Mastermind Partnerships ,  Profitable Partnerships professionals may        
take any one of these white papers, specific to this topic and rewrite it any way they                 
wish, as long as it adheres to the overall values of the network and follows the “Pay It                  
Forward   White   Paper”   format. 
 
The four individuals involved in the original white paper, where the white paper was              
originally created, will be recognized for their efforts at the end of your new white paper.                
All copyrights for all white papers and everything contained within the white papers will              
be   held   through   Life   Masteries   Institute   and   The   Vision   Project. 
 
The accumulation of combined knowledge will create a worldwide effort which we            
believe will touch all seven plus billion people on this planet . . . fulfilling the vision for                  
the    www.TheVisionProject.net .  
 
The Vision Project network will seek to track all those who have been affected as a                
result of all the iterations, the variations of this white paper, as each group of four, add                 
their own unique knowledge, experience, perspective and insights into the ongoing           
generations   of   what   will   be   shared   throughout   the   world.  
 
We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. Applied to this                
type of white paper a new version of the white paper may only have a 1% change. That                  
1%   change   could   make   all   the   difference   in   the   world. 
 
As you read this white paper did you see something you thought could have been better                
shared? Do you believe you have a story that really drives home the point in the white                 
paper. Would you like to use this white paper to enrich those in your network as well as                  
expanding   your   world. 
 
Step   1: Join   The   Vision   Project   network   - 

www.TheVisionProject.net/Survey_TVP_Join.htm 
 
Step   2: Connect with 3 other individuals and brainstorm about how you would modify            

/   enhance   this   white   paper.       www.TheVisionProject.net/PayItForward.htm 
 
Step   3: Inform   your   lead   mentor   of   your   team.      They   will   get   everything   set   up   for   you. 
 

Questions   .   .   .   888.230.2300      Outside   the   US   .   .   .   630.393.9909 
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About   The   Authors 
We trust you have benefited from our mutual mindshare in this           
whitepaper. Please pass along the link to others so they can benefit            
as you have. Based on the following information, please feel free to            
call anyone of us for a complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy            
session   to   see   if   or   how   we   might   be   able   to   assist   you. 
 

Peter   Schmitz 
My   Ideal   Lead:     A   person   who   desires   to   be   healthy.  
What   I   do   .   .   .     Help   people   lose   weight   and   feel   great! 
How   I   help   people    -    Assess   current   health   and   develop   a 
wellness   plan   to   achieve   life   wellness   goals. 
Contact   Info:            847-226-0246    -    peter@new-u.net 

 
Kevin   King 
My   Ideal   Lead:     Someone   confused   about   Health   Insurance  
What   I   do   .   .   .     I   help   people   secure   better,   more   affordable  
                                                                           health   insurance   plans. 
How   I   help   people    -    I   help   people   decrease   their   health   insurance 
premiums   by   as   much   as   63%. 
Contact   Info:     630-386-5306    -    kaking@myhst.com  
 
Amy   Simatos 
My   Ideal   Lead:     Company   seeking   to   increase   sales. 
What   I   do   .   .   .     Action   +   Inspiration   +   Motivation   =   Results  
                                                                           (A.I.M   Principle)  
How   I   help   people    -     Assist   people   and   companies   in   taking 
action,   getting   inspired   and   motivated   to   drive   results. 
Contact   Info:       847-630-2334   -    amysimatos@me.com 

 
Mark   Boersma 
My   Ideal   Lead:     Business   Owner   who   loves   systems 
What   I   do   .   .   .     Build   BOS   -   Business   Operating   Systems 
How   I   help   people    -    Assist   business   owners   build   and   run 
BOS   -   Business   Operating   Systems   to   earn   more   -   work   less. 
Contact   Info:       630-393-9909   -    mboersma@SynergySolutions.net 
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Final   Closing   Thoughts   .   .   .  
 

The following four are what are called the first generation authors of this             
Pay It Forward white papers. Each of the four individuals look forward to             
reading your version of this white paper. What insights do you and three             
other people you know see? Where has it impacted your lives and the lives              
of people around you? What other natural laws would you integrate into            
The    NEXT    Dimension   principle?  
 

Peter   Schmitz 
Whether it’s a personal or professional goal, Peter and Carol Schmitz are committed             
to helping others succeed. Peter and Carol are founders and co-owners of New U              
and they are a mission for nutritional excellence. New U is a nutrition and fitness club                
combining wellness coaching and health education, weekly classes and exclusive          
access   to   premium   nutritional   products   and   supplements   such   as   Herbalife   24. 
 
Since opening in 2008, Peter and Carol have built a $1 million business and along               
with their team of coaches, have helped thousands of people to lose weight through              
events such as The Chicagoland Weight Loss Challenge. Each year, Peter and            
Carol bring this program and other nutritional concepts to the community, through            
civic   groups,   churches   and   42   park   districts.  
                                             Peter   Schmitz   -        847-226-0246    -    peter@new-u.net 

 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
Kevin   King  

Confused about Obamacare? Wonder why your premiums continue to         
skyrocket?      Notice   how   it   seems   you   have   too   few   choices? 
Health Insurance in America has changed. Dark clouds        
cover the skies, the waters are rougher, pathways more         
rocky and safe destinations more complex. As a health         
insurance broker, I’ve been helping individuals, families       
and small companies navigate the stormy sea of        
Obamacare.      Don’t   take   my   word   for   it.  

 

Here’s   what   the   industry   is   saying:  
“America’s   #1   Health   Insurance   Agency   3   Years   Running”   -    Assurant   Health  
“A+   Rating   &   Complaint   Free   Award”   -    Better   Business   Bureau 
“Fast   50   Honoree   with   934%   Growth”   -    Crain’s   Chicago   Business 
“America’s   #   1   Fastest   Growing   Health   Insurance   Brokerage”   -    Inc.   5000 
 

I’ve   got   business   coast   to   coast.      Call   me   -   Let   me   help    you. 
Kevin   King   -    630-   386-5306    -    kaking@myhst.com 

Healthcare   Solutions   Team 
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Amy   Simatos 
 

Amy has over 20 years of combined       
business and sales experience and     
has been recognized as a top      
performer, Field Trainer, and    
International Sales Trainer of a     
fortune   50   company.  
 

Amy assists people in taking action, getting inspired and motivated to drive results:             
business   profits,   presentation   skills   coaching,   and   life.  
 

Action   +   Inspiration   +   Motivation   =   Results   (A.I.M   Principle)  
 

Amy’s experience and unique approach into helping executives and leaders discover           
their blind spots and then provide insights which change they way they do business is               
legendary. She is also in the top 3% of Public Speaking Leaders in the world: A                
Distinguished   Toastmaster.      Amy   is   a   Results   Trainer   and   Keynote   Speaker.  

      Amy   Simatos   -    847-630-2334    -     amysimatos@me.com 
 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Mark   Boersma 
 

Of the 250+ natural laws discovered over the last 25+ years, The            
NEXT Dimension Principle is one of the most powerful in my opinion.            
It helps us to see the amazing future we could have in every area of               
our   lives,   and   then   understand   the   science   of   how   to   get   there.  

 
This natural law helps us to have unlimited        
patience, understanding and hope for     
ourselves and others . . . while at the same time raising our level              
of expectations, if we / others choose to move to new           
dimensions of success. Our level of success is 100% our          
choice!  
 

 
The layers within The  NEXT Dimension Principle are potentially infinite. I have            
benefited not only in business, but also in my marriage of 30 years. It has helped me to                  
better understand and connect with my seven children and apply it to really every              
person   I   connect   with.  
                                        Mark   Boersma   -    630-393-9909    -    mboersma@SynergySolutions.net 
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Thank   You! 
 
As authors of this white paper, we would like to give a special thanks to each and                 
everyone of the E-VA’s (Executive Virtual Assistants) who really deserve all the credit for              
this   white   paper.  
 
We,   as   business   owners,   have   the   extra   time   in   our   lives   because   of   you.      Thank   you! 
 
You have invested thousands of hours, of your own time, time you have not been paid                
for, into training and perfecting your craft. Each of you are really the secrets to  “Please                
Clone  ME !” and our hope is that this white paper generates a massive amount of               
business for each of your businesses as you have generated so much business for              
each   of   us   through   your   tireless   work.      Thank   you!  
 
You are truly fellow business owners, our peers . . . and our desire and passion is to                  
give back to you, the gift you are giving to us . . . the gift of getting each of your                     
businesses to run without you. We know that you will do this because of the superior                
business model you have. All the certified E-VA’s, through Life Masteries Institute,            
working together, create freedom not only for each of your clients, but also for you as                
well.      Congratulations   on   your   success!  
 
Thank   You! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional   Information   On   E-VA’s 

www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm 
 

Check   Out   This   Short   Video 
www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_AddTest.htm 
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